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Overview of Presentation – Patti

Keeping True to the Mission of IM4Q and ODP Values

This session will allow participants to explore their personal values and attitudes, as well as emphasis the core values of ODP and IM4Q. In addition, aspects of IM4Q will be emphasized that perhaps over time IM4Q programs have been overlooking or as is typical in any program drifting away from. The perspectives of an IM4Q Program Coordinator, IM4Q Technical Advisor, and ODP representative will be offered.

Outline of Presentation

• Stephanie - Introduce attitude survey and give instructions for participants to fill out.

• Guy – Reminders About IM4Q Mission/Processes

• Patti - ODP Values (From Everyday Lives to ODP values today)

• Stephanie – Attitude survey retake. Explain & analyze

• Questions and CLOSE
Attitude Survey
Stephanie to explain process

Keeping True to IM4Q - Guy
Reminders About IM4Q Mission/Processes

Keeping True to IM4Q - Guy
- Importance of the pre-survey that sets stage for the interview and whom team members could be
- Set interview site and control for privacy
- Developing interview team
  - Mix of people with disabilities, family members, others
  - Program director/coordinator should limit doing interviews
  - ALWAYS TWO (2) MEMBERS on a team
Keeping True to IM4Q

- When visiting site look inside and out and at the community (safety/resources)
- Using EDE as intended (Conversational process OK as long as EDE fully used)
- Importance of follow-up questions to form considerations
- You are a CATALYST for change — YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE! Be a CHANGE AGENT!!

Keeping True to IM4Q

- PASSION to make a difference — THINK BIG and CREATIVELY!
- Meaningful considerations (do not limit if there are many) (Review EDE for questions that call forth a consideration)
- Major Concerns — Monitor as a "Protector" of people — be diligent
- INDEPENDENCE (from provider, Support Coordinators, AE)

ODP Values
From Everyday Lives to ODP Today
- Patti your power-point would be added here

Vision
Mission
Values
Attitude Survey Continued
Stephanie to explain process

Questions and Close
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